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Abstract: This study proposes a novel dual-PCM configuration with outstanding solidification
response in a horizontal shell-and-tube energy storage system. To demonstrate that the proposed
PCM configuration is superior in its thermal responses, results from a range of numerical simulations
are presented and compared between different configurations of dual-PCM. As the melting/solidus
point is a crucial factor for the solidification rate, dual PCMs are chosen such that the average of their
melting point is equal to the melting point of the single-PCM in the reference case. Additionally, equal-
area sectors are considered for all cases to ensure the same quantities of PCMs are compared. The
temporal liquid fraction and temperature contours reveal that solidification is delayed in the upper
half of the system due to strong natural convection motions. Therefore, a dual-PCM configuration is
offered to improve the solidification rate in this region and accelerate the full solidification process.
Results show that placing a PCM with a lower solidus point in the lower half or an annulus-shaped
zone around the cold tube can save the full recovery time up to 8.51% and 9.36%, respectively. The
integration of these two strategies results in a novel and optimum design that saves the solidification
time up to 15.09%.

Keywords: phase change material; energy storage; dual-PCM; solidification; heat exchanger; numerical

1. Introduction

There is a growing environmental concern regarding the increasing usage of fossil
fuels, and solar energy has gained much attention as an important substitute [1]. An
impending problem with the application of solar energy is that its supply fluctuates with
weather conditions. Thermal energy storage (TES) systems have been introduced as an
attractive way to store solar energy [2,3]. Three methods of energy storage could be applied
in TES systems: sensible (change in the temperature of the storage material), latent (change
in the phase of storage material), and chemical (by reversible chemical reactions). Phase
change materials (PCMs) are highly used in latent thermal energy storage (LTES) systems
due to their high latent energy capacity [3–5]. A TES system with PCM can store 5–14 times
more energy than a system using suitable storage materials of the same volume [6]. The
usage of PCMs has received widespread interest, with clear evidence demonstrating the
important roles they have in the storage and recovery of solar energy [7,8], energy savings
in buildings [9–11], and electronics cooling [12,13].

Although PCMs have high energy storage capacity, their poor thermal conductivity is
a major challenge, especially in solidification, where the conduction heat transfer is mainly
dominated, and natural convection is less effective. Therefore, novel techniques could
be used for an accelerated solidification or melting of the PCMs. Eccentric configuration
of the tubes in horizontal TES systems has been identified as an efficient, economical,
practical, yet simple technique to improve the rate of phase change process [14]. Senthil [15]
experimentally investigated the effect of heat transfer fluid (HTF) tube orientation in a
horizontal TES unit filled with PCM. Three types of HTF tube (concentric, eccentric, and
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inclined) were examined, while water was selected as the HTF with the temperature of 60 ◦C.
The inclined configuration was found to be more efficient due to revealing 21.42% lesser
charging duration compared with the regular concentric configuration. In a numerical study,
Kadivar et al. [16] investigated the effect of tube eccentricity in a horizontal PCM-based TES
unit. They conducted an optimization to find the radial and tangential eccentricities of the
inner tube (HTF tube). The optimized geometry improved the charging time up to 7.1 time
faster but worsened the discharging time up to 3 times slower than the reference concentric
case. Alnakeeb et al. [17] investigated the effects of the inner flat-tube eccentricity of a TES
unit on the melting performance of the PCM. They carried out numerical simulations to
examine different eccentricities and aspect ratios of the inner flat-tube and discovered that
the best melting performance resulted from the circular tube with the smallest eccentricity
value. Although some studies have been conducted to improve the melting performance of
single PCM in TES systems, to the best of authors’ knowledge, this technique (eccentric
configuration of tubes) has not been attempted to improve the energy recovery in a TES
unit (which is associated with the solidification rate of PCM).

Furthermore, the use of multiple PCMs with different melting temperatures has been
shown to significantly improve the energy storage and recovery process, which has gained
increasing attention in recent years [3,12,18–20]. However, when a single-PCM is used,
the rate of melting or solidification in different regions of the TES is different due to the
non-uniform distribution of the natural convection induced vortexes. Thus, a non-uniform
distribution of solid–liquid interface and temperature results. Consequently, a weak stor-
age/recovery performance results. Therefore, an optimum configuration of multiple PCMs
with different melting temperatures could alleviate this problem. For example, the solidifi-
cation process is delayed in regions with strong convective motions. Therefore, placing a
PCM with a higher solidus point in these regions can help to compensate for the negative
effect of natural convection. The benefit of applying multiple PCMs with varying melting
points is studied by Farid et al. [21,22]. They discovered an improved thermal response
in a TES system when several PCMs with different melting temperatures are housed in
cylindrical capsules, compared to a conventional system with a single PCM. In our latest
work [12], the advantage of employing multiple PCMs was also reported. It was found
that employing a pair of PCMs (n-Eicosane/RT44) results in a better thermal performance
of the heat sink than employing only one PCM (n-Eicosane or RT44). Siyabi et al. [23]
employed experimental and numerical approaches to investigate the benefit of multiple
PCMs for a better heat transfer rate in a shell-and-tube heat exchanger. They reported
that the case with multiple PCMs is the best arrangement due to the shorter melting time.
Mozafari et al. [3] investigated the effect of different arrangements of dual PCMs in a
triplex tube heat exchanger, when subjected to simultaneous charging and discharging.
They developed a new dual-PCM design which improved the thermal energy storage and
recovery as 37.93%, and 21.06%, respectively, compared with the reference case with single
PCM. This performance was also found to be further improved to 76.9% in storage and
32.9% in recovery by adding 3% nanoparticles to the PCMs. Although some researchers
have studied multiple PCMs in the TES system, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there
is no reported study to offer an optimum configuration of PCMs for the energy recovery in
a horizontal shell-and-tube heat exchanger.

Despite the poor thermal conductivity of PCMs, a common problem in the solidification
of some phase change materials (such as salt hydrates, sugar alcohols, and alkanes) is super-
cooling [24,25]. In supercooling, the PCM solidifies below its typical solidus temperature,
limiting its thermal stability in long-term applications. In the present work, paraffin-based
PCMs were selected to avoid the supercooling effect during the solidification.

In this study, PCM solidification in a horizontal shell-and-tube heat exchanger was
numerically investigated for different dual-PCM configurations for the first time. An
annular geometry was preferred for the heat exchanger due to the high surface-area-to-
volume ratio. The full solidification time was comparatively investigated for different
dual-PCM configurations. This study aimed to develop a new dual-PCM design for
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improved heat recovery of the TES system. Numerical simulations were carried out to
investigate the thermo-fluidic characteristics of the PCMs during solidification. Dual-PCM
configurations that yielded faster solidifications were further optimized through parametric
studies. This novel design would benefit wide TES applications in industrial waste heat
recovery, solar energy utilization, energy saving in buildings, and cold energy storage
systems.

2. Problem Description

Figure 1 shows the schematic of the current storage unit, which includes three con-
centric copper tubes, where ri = 6.35 mm and ro = 24.13 mm. The HTF passes through
the inner tube while the outer tube is insulated. Single PCM or different configurations of
dual-PCMs are housed in the middle annulus. The inner tube is assumed to be isothermally
cooled with a constant temperature of 300 K. Therefore, the solidification grows initially
from a layer around the inner tube. The thermophysical properties of PCMs and the copper
tube are summarized in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the TES unit in the current study.

Table 1. Properties of materials employed in this study [26].

Material k ( W
m ·K) Cp ( kJ

kg ·K) L ( kJ
kg ) Ts (K) Tl (K) ρ (kg/m3) β ( 1

K ). µ (N· s
m2 )

PCM-1 (RT-55) 0.2 2 170 324 330 770 0.0005 0.0264
PCM-2 (RT-60) 0.2 2 160 328 334 770 0.0005 0.0288
PCM-3 (RT-65) 0.2 2 150 331 338 770 0.0005 0.03

Copper 400 0.38 — — — 8920 — —

Firstly, simulations were conducted to examine the solidification rate for a different
arrangement of dual PCMs (Figure 2). To have a fair comparison, the PCM sectors in
all dual-PCM configurations had equal areas. In addition, the selection of PCMs was
done such that the effect of other parameters (properties of PCMs) on the comparison
results were minimized. For example, the average values of melting temperature and
latent heat in dual-PCM cases (PCM-1 and PCM-3) was equal to the melting temperature
and latent heat of single-PCM (PCM-2) in the reference case (case-1), as could be seen in
Table 1. Furthermore, all the PCMs had the same density of 770 kg/m3, the same thermal
conductivity of 0.2 W/m·K, and the same specific heat of 2 kJ/kg·K.
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3. Numerical Method
3.1. Initial Boundary Conditions and Assumptions

In this work, a transient 2D model was developed to study the PCM solidification
in a shell-and-tube heat exchanger. The natural convection effect inside the liquid PCM
was taken into account. The storage unit was considered to be initially fully melted
(Tinitial = 353 K), which could be expressed as:

t = 0→ ur = 0, uθ = 0, T = Tinit = 353 K (1)

For the symmetric cases (all cases except case-2), only the right-half of the unit was
considered in the computational domain. A constant temperature of 300 K was considered
for the inner tube, while the outer tube was insulated (zero heat flux). The boundary
conditions can be expressed as follows:

r = ri → ur = 0, uθ = 0, T = TCHFT = 300 K
r = ro → ur = 0, uθ = 0, ∂T

∂r = 0
θ = ±π/2 → ∂ur

∂θ = 0, uθ = 0, ∂T
∂θ = 0 (cases1, 3, 4, 5 & 6)

(2)

For the borders between the PCM zones (illustrated with thick dashed lines in Figure 2),
the thin wall approximation was applied to allow the heat exchange from one zone to the
other. At these boundaries, the temperature was directly mapped by coupling the two sides
of each border together as follows:

border walls


TPCM(i) = TPCM(i+1)
ur = 0
uθ = 0

(3)
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The above equation means that the rate of heat leaving the (i)th PCM layer across the
interface is equal to the rate of heat entering the (i + 1)th layer along the same direction.

In this numerical work, natural convection and heat conduction coexisted during the
PCM solidification. The following assumptions were made:

• The liquid phase was laminar, incompressible, and Newtonian.
• The radiation heat transfer was not considered in the system.
• Volume change of PCM during the solidification was neglected.
• Isotropic and homogeneous materials were considered for the tubes.
• The HTF was assumed to keep a constant temperature.
• The thickness of tubes was ignored due to the relatively higher thermal conductivity

of the material.
• Viscous dissipation and slip velocity on the boundaries were ignored.

3.2. Governing Equations

In the present study, continuity, momentum, and energy equations were employed as:
(I) Continuity equation

∇. V = 0 (4)

(II) Momentum equation

ρ(
∂ur

∂t
+ V.∇ur) = −∇P + µ∇2ur + ρg sin θ + Sur (5)

ρ(
∂uθ

∂t
+ V.∇uθ) = −∇P + µ∇2uθ + ρg cos θ + Suθ

(6)

(III) Energy equation

∂

∂t
(ρH) +∇.(ρVH) = ∇.(k∇T) (7)

where h and ∆H represent sensible enthalpy and latent heat, respectively (H = h + ∆H).
The term ∇.(ρVH) is the transport of latent-heat evolution. Momentum sink was de-
fined as:

Sur = −C(1− λ)2 ur

λ3 + δ
(8)

Suθ
= −C(1− λ)2 uθ

λ3 + δ
(9)

where C is the mushy zone constant (set to 105 in this study), led to the best match with
predictions of Khodadadi et al. [27]. δ = 0.001 is a small constant to avoid zero in the
denominator. The enthalpy h was defined as:

h = hre f +
∫ T

Tre f

CpdT (10)

where hre f is the reference enthalpy at (Tre f = 273 K). Melting heat was calculated based
on latent heat L, i.e.:

∆H = λL (11)

λ denotes the liquid fraction of PCM during the solidification process, between the
solidus and liquidus temperatures (Ts < T < Tl . ):

λ =


0, T ≤ Ts
T−Ts
Tl−Ts

Ts < T < Tl

1, T ≥ Tl

(12)
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The Boussinesq approximation was used to account for the natural convection motions
inside the liquid PCM, considering the variation in density. Thus, the density of liquid
PCM could be expressed as:

ρ =
ρm

β(T − Tm) + 1
(13)

where ρm indicates the original density of liquid PCM, β is the thermal expansion coefficient,
and Tm = (Ts + Tl)/2. Ts and Tl are the solidus and liquidus temperatures, respectively.

3.3. Numerical Procedure

The current study aimed to predict the solidification of PCM in a shell-and-tube heat
exchanger. ANSYS FLUENT 21.1 software was used to conduct numerical simulations.
The enthalpy-porosity approach [28] was employed to compute the solidification of PCM,
wherein the porosity in each cell was set equal to the liquid fraction in that cell. Finite
Volume Method (FVM) was used with high-order quadratic upstream interpolation for
QUICK scheme [29] to discretize the governing equations. The pressure-based method was
applied to solve the heat and fluid flow equations. The pressure staggering option (PRESTO)
scheme was employed for pressure correction during the iterative solution process. The
semi-implicit method for pressure linked equations (SIMPLE) algorithm recommended
by Patankar [30] was also applied for pressure-velocity coupling. The under-relaxation
factors for the momentum, pressure, and energy were set as 0.5, 0.3, and 1, respectively.
Convergence criteria for continuity and momentum equations were set as 10−4, while it
was set as 10−6 for the energy.

3.4. Validation and Verification

In this section, the simulation method was validated against the experimental reports
of Al-Abidi et al. [31]. For this aim, the initial and boundary conditions were set based
on the reported data in the reference study [31]. For this validation, the phase change
process of paraffin (RT82) was numerically examined in a triplex tube heat exchanger. The
comparison plot is illustrated in Figure 3, where a good prediction of temperature during a
period of 65 min could be seen.
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The effects of mesh size and time-step on the numerical results were thoroughly
examined. Figure 4 shows the result of grid independence examination, where transient
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liquid fraction was predicted for dual-PCM configuration of case-6. Various number of cells
(from 6000 to 22,800) were examined in the numerical simulations, and it was observed that
increasing the number of cells to higher than 11,900 did not make any significant change
in predicted values of liquid fraction. Therefore, computational domains with 11,900 cells
were selected for the predictions. The time step was also found to be set to 0.1 s for an
accurate prediction.
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4. Results and Discussion

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) was employed to examine the heat transfer
and fluid flow behavior of PCMs during a heat recovery process in the shell-and-tube heat
exchanger.

4.1. Comparison of the Configurations

In this section, six cases (refer to Figure 2) were investigated through the discussion
on their liquid-fraction and temperature analysis. Next, the configuration with the fastest
solidification response was refined with a parametric optimization.

4.1.1. Liquid-Fraction and Temperature Analysis

Figure 5 presents the liquid-fraction contours in three time-stages of discharging of the
TES. The evolution of solid–liquid interfaces for all cases indicated that solidification started
from the neighbor of the cold inner tube and grew in a radial direction but mostly toward
the lower zones. This is due to the strong natural convection induced motions in the upper
zone. A buoyancy force drove the hot liquid toward the upper regions since it had a lower
density than the cold liquid. Therefore, strong natural convection movements in the upper
zone cause delayed solidification in this region. Moreover, a lower range of temperature
could be seen in the lower zones of temperature contours illustrated in Figure 6. However,
this solidification non-uniformity could be reduced or increased by arranging two different
PCMs with different melting-solidification points. Due to higher solidus temperature,
PCM-3 showed a faster solidification response than PCM-1 and PCM-2. This could be seen
in contour plots of case-2 at Figure 5, where PCMs were housed in left and right sections
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with the same condition against gravity. Figure 6 reveals that the temperature was mostly
changed in layers along the radial direction, indicating the dominance of heat conduction
over natural convection, especially in the lower zone.
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At the time-stage of 90 min, the liquid fractions of 0.65, 0.079, 0.108, 0.0437, 0.114, and
0.0421 are reported for cases 1–6, respectively. Case-4 and case-6 reveal better solidification
responses according to the liquid-fraction evolutions (refer to Figure 5). PCM-3 (which
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had the quickest solidification response) was housed in the upper half of the unit in case-4.
Therefore, the strong natural convection in the upper half was compensated with the quick
response of PCM-3 at this zone. As a result, both PCMs fully solidified almost at the same
time. Case-6 favored another strategy with the same goal, such that PCM-1 (which had a
relatively delayed solidification) was placed around the cold tube and PCM-3 was placed
in the outer zone. Therefore, the solidification process finished almost at the same time in
both PCMs.

4.1.2. Heat Transfer Analysis

Transient evolution of liquid fraction is presented in Figure 7 for all studied cases so far.
For dual-PCM cases, the average liquid fraction of two PCMs were counted. The required
time for a full solidification process was found to be 116, 126.5, 134.5, 108, 128, and 109
min for cases 1–6, respectively. Although case-4 revealed the quickest response, Figure 7
shows that case-6 revealed the lowest values of the liquid fraction among the cases most
time during the discharging. For example, the liquid fraction of case-6 at time-stages of 30
and 60 min was 0.509 and 0.191, respectively, while case-4 showed higher liquid fractions
of 0.553 and 0.247. Figure 7 reveals that the solidification process could be accelerated up to
6.89% or 6.03% when effective configurations of dual-PCM (case-4 or case-6) were preferred
over a single-PCM in a shell-and-tube heat exchanger.
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Equation (14) expresses the storage heat contribution (SHR) in the TES system, which
is the ratio of the latent stored energy to the maximum amount of latent energy that could
be stored in the unit:

SHR =
Latent heat stored in the TES

Maximum heat storage capacity o f TES
(14)

Figure 8 shows temporal plots of SHR for all of the studied cases so far. It could be
seen that quick, full solidifications could be achieved when both PCMs were almost equally
involved in the energy recovery during the whole discharging process (case-4 and case-6).
Case-6 revealed the most consistent SHR share of PCMs during the discharging process
so that both PCMs went through the solidification process almost equally and were fully
solidified with only 4 min time difference. On the other hand, in dual-PCM cases with
slow solidification responses (cases 2, 3, and 5), inconsistent solidifications were observed
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according to the data provided in Figure 8. For example, PCM-1 was fully solidified after
46 min, while PCM-3 was fully solidified after 128 min discharging in case-5.
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4.2. Optimum Configuration of Dual-PCM

A good TES system should reveal a quick response in storage and recovery of the
thermal energy. As discussed in Section 4.1.2, case-4 and case-6 showed better responses
in recovering latent heat in the storage unit. Case-6 had the radial distribution advantage
where the PCM with delayed solidification (PCM-1) was placed around the cold tube,
leading to an almost uniform rate of solidification in both PCMs. On the other hand,
housing a quick-solidifying PCM (PCM-3) in the upper half of the unit (where strong
natural convection motions prevent a quick solidification) provided an almost consistent
recovery in both upper and lower halves. Therefore, two important points must be taken
into account for an optimum design of a shell-and-tube system in energy recovery:
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1. Arrangement of PCMs in the radial direction, such that PCM with lower solidus point
is placed around the cold tube.

2. Filling the upper half of the unit with the PCM with a higher solidus point.

Considering these points, the configuration of case-6 could be improved if a downward
eccentricity is applied for the sector tube (Figure 9). Thus, the optimum eccentricity of
the sector tube is suggested in a parametrical study for accelerated energy recovery in the
shell-and-tube storage system.
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Figure 9. Eccentric configuration of the sector tube.

Figure 10 presents the transient reduction in liquid fraction for eccentricities of 3, 4, 5,
and 6 mm. A unit with e = 6 mm needs the shortest time (98.5 min) for a full solidification
process. It indicates that the new design (case-7: e = 6 mm) accelerates the full solidification
process by 15.09% compared with the reference case with a single PCM. The liquid fraction
evolution is also compared between cases 1, 4, 6, and 7 in Figure 11. It could be seen that
case-7 shows the fastest solidification. The novel design accelerated the solidification time
up to 8.51% and 9.36% compared with case-4 and case-6, respectively.
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Liquid-fraction and temperature contours at different time-stages are illustrated in
Figure 12 for different eccentricities. Only three eccentricities of 0, 3, and 6 mm were
selected due to the close similarity of cases. The evolution of contour plots shows that by
increasing the eccentricity, a higher portion of PCM-1 (the PCM with delayed solidification)
was placed in the lower region, then its delayed solidification was compensated with the
advantage of being in the area with weak natural convection. Temporal contour plots
clearly show how an eccentricity of 6 mm could improve the solidification rate in both
PCMs during the heat recovery process.
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4.3. Melting Performance of the New Design

To complement the TES system explored in this study, the new design that shows
great reduction in the full solidification time was investigated for melting processes as well.
The optimum design was compared with the melting performance of the reference case
in order to have a brief evaluation of the heat storage process. For this aim, the HTF with
hot constant temperature of 353 K was passed through the inner tube, while the outer tube
was thermally insulated. The system was initially kept at a temperature of 300 K. Figure 13
presents the liquid-fraction variation of case-1 and case-7 (optimum design) during the
melting process. The full melting times for case-1 and case-7 were reported as 128 and
127 min, respectively, indicating a slight improvement (of 0.8%) in the melting performance
of the optimum design.
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5. Conclusions

The heat recovery was studied in the solidification of PCMs in a shell-and-tube storage
system. Different configurations of dual-PCM were comparatively investigated against a
single-PCM configuration. In each dual-PCM configuration, the storage unit was divided
into equal-area sections including: left/right sections, lower/upper sections, and annulus-
shaped sections. The numerical results show that good arrangements of dual-PCM can
improve the energy recovery compared with a traditional unit with a single-PCM. The
results can be summarized as follows:

• Applying dual-PCM configurations instead of a single-PCM configuration does not
necessarily improve the solidification performance inside a horizontal TES system,
but effective arrangements of PCMs with different solidus points could improve the
energy recovery performance.

• Placement of a PCM with a higher solidus point at the upper half and a PCM with a
lower solidus point at the lower half of the system could significantly accelerate the
solidification time (case-4), up to 6.89% compared with the reference case (case-1 with
a single-PCM).

• When dual-PCMs were radially arranged in the storage unit (annulus-shaped sections)
such that the PCM with a lower solidus point is placed around the cold tube (case-6),
the energy recovery time improved up to 6.03% compared with the reference case.

• A better recovery response in the TES system could be achieved when both design
advantages of case-4 and case-6 are taken into account by applying a downward
eccentricity to the sector tube of the radial configuration. Therefore, a novel design
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with 6 mm eccentricity was introduced to accelerate the solidification time up to
15.09%, 8.51%, and 9.36% compared with cases 1, 4, and 6, respectively.

• Although this paper was focused only on solidification performance of the PCMs in a
shell-and-tube storage unit, evaluation of the melting process showed a slight storage
improvement for the new design compared with the reference case.

The numerical results in this study are limited to the horizontal shell-and-tube storage
units and PCMs used. Such study should be extended to other types of storage containers
and further conclusions could be discovered by adding finned structures.
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Nomenclature

C Mushy zone constant
Cp Specific heat (J/kg·K)
d Diameter
g Gravity acceleration (m/s2)
h Specific enthalpy (J/kg)
k Thermal conductivity (W/m·K)
L Latent heat of fusion (J/kg)
P Pressure (Pa)
S Momentum source term (N/m3)
t Time (s)
T Temperature (K)
Tl Liquidus temperature (K)
Ts Solidus temperature (K)
u Velocity in r direction (m/s)
v Velocity in θ direction (m/s)
r Radial coordinate
Greek symbols
ρ Density (kg/m3)
β Thermal expansion coefficient (K−1)
µ Dynamic viscosity (kg/ms)
θ Angular coordinate
δ Constant small number
λ Liquid fraction
Φ Volume fraction
Subscripts
i Inner tube
init Initial
l Liquid PCM
o Outer shell
ref Reference
s Solid PCM
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Acronyms
CFD Computational fluid dynamics
FVM Finite volume method
HTF Heat transfer fluid
LTES Latent thermal energy storage
PCM Phase change materials
PRESTO Pressure staggering option
SIMPLE Semi-implicit method for pressure linked equations
TES Thermal energy storage
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